
 
MORSØ OUTDOOR COLLECTION 2021/22 

 



 

#1 
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL 
Take cooking outdoors to a whole new 
level. From roasting, to baking to grilling, 
the Forno is much more than a BBQ 

#2 
CAST IRON CONSTRUCTION 
Creates the ideal environment for 
cooking a variety of food.  

#4 
SMOKE OVEN 
With a Smokeeper and an oven door, 
you easily transform your Morso Forno 
into a smoke oven 

#6 
OUTDOOR FIREPLACE 
When you have finished cooking enjoy 
the warmth and cosiness of the 
flames.  

#3 
FRESH STONE COOKED PIZZA 
The stone holds the heat more evenly 
and allows the bottom to get crisp for 
that perfect pizza crust 

#5 
GRILL 
Grill to perfection with that wood-fired 
taste 



 

 

 

Materials:   
Cast iron, with added UV resistance 
coating 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 70xH60 cm 
Weight: 96 kg 
 

 

Materials:   
Senotherm-painted cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 50xH180 cm 
Grilling surface: 44xW39.5 cm 
Weight: 77 kg 
 

 

Materials:   
Grilling grid: Enamelled cast iron 
Table: Black enamelled stainless steel 
Measures: 
60xW74xH81(table)/95(grill) cm 
Weight: 76 kg 
 

 

Materials:   
Senotherm-coated cast iron and teak 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 55xH109 cm 
Weight 50 kg 
 
 

 
 
Morsø Forno Outdoor Oven  

 

Evoke magic on the terrace, whilst also conjuring up the 
most delicious food experiences: from juicy T-bone 
steaks and smoked salmon to home-made pizza. 
Designed by Danish designer Klaus Rath, the                     
award-winning Morso Forno is the ideal choice for the 
family who appreciates good food, unique design, 
originality and shared experiences.  

 
 
Morsø Grill ’17  

 

A beautiful piece of terrace furniture that opens up for 
even more opportunities for cooking the most amazing 
food outdoors. The grill itself comprises a ‘pot’; a grilling 
grid and a frying plate (plancha). Both the grid and plate 
can be adjusted in height, and you can swing them 
away from the heat and use them independently of 
each other. You can thus grill at several levels 
simultaneously.  

 
 
Morsø Grill Forno II 

 

If you are a ball grill enthusiast, Morso is now facilitating 
the feasibility of uniting gastronomy with sculptural 
delight. Morso Grill Forno II is the ideal choice for the 
family who appreciates good food, unique design, 
originality and shared experiences.  

 
 
Morsø Kamino 

 

This outdoor fireplace is for you who will appreciate a 
fireplace of timeless Danish design for your garden, 
whilst also enjoying the option of cooking on your 
terrace. With its wealth of advantages, Kamino is one of 
a kind. For instance, it is movable so the fireplace can be 
turned depending on the wind direction, prolonging 
your outdoor experience.  
Add a Tuscan Grill to the Kamino and enjoy amazing 
foods whilst you bask in the gentle warmth of the fire.   



 

Material:  
Pit: Senotherm painted cast iron 
Grate: Stainless steel 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 45xH32 cm 
Weight: 18 kg 

 

Materials:   
Grilling surface: Solid cast iron 
Cabinet Black: Moulded aluminium 
Measures: 55xH42. cm 
Grilling surface: D53xW46.5 cm 
Weight: 18 kg 

 

Material:  
Enamelled cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures:: 33xH31 cm 
Weight: 12.75 kg 
 

 

Material:  
Powder coated steel, stainless steel 
handle  
Colour: Black 
Measures: W60xH80xD60 cm 
Weight: 40 kg 

 

Material:  
Powder coated steel, stainless steel 
handle 
Colour: Black 
Measures:: W120xH80xD60 cm 
Weight: 60 kg 

 
 
Morsø Forno Gas Medio  

 

Morso Forno Gas Medio is an elegant and handy gas 
grill with 2 burners that not only provides the basic grill 
functionality but also contributes beautifully to the 
outdoor environment owing to its assured and exquisite 
design. It is delivered with a regulator and tube, so all 
need to do is fit up your new gas grill with a gas 
cylinder, and you are ready to grill.  

 

Morsø Ignis Fire Pit  

 

Owing to its clean lines and simple functional design, 
this beautiful firepit is a versatile addition to your 
garden or patio, and a good firepit for camping, The 
Ignis is a natural meeting place and creates cosy, 
dancing flames that promote calm, contemplation and 
comfort. It is made from cast iron, with a marine grade 
resistant coating, so it can stand outside all year round 
if you use it and care for it properly. The Grill Grates fits 
securely into the pit, creating the perfect grill.  

 

 
Morsø Garden Outdoor Table  

 

Klaus Rath, award-winning designer, has contributed 
to the design of the Morso Garden Outdoor Table. The 
table gives you a pleasant working height for when 
you conjure up wonderful dishes as well as for passing 
wonderful pizzas into and out of your Forno. The table 
is made of powder-coated steel, and its slim 
construction constitutes a perfect match for the round 
shapes of the outdoor oven.  

 

Morsø Terra Outdoor Table  

 

A mobile and practical outdoor table that is perfect for 
the outdoor kitchen and for the Forno and gas grill 
models, all while providing that extra space for kindling, 
Terra is easy to fit into an existing outdoor kitchen, or on 
larger or small terraces as well as on a balcony. The 
cabinet being of power-coated galvanised steel lends it 
a slightly rough texture. The small robust wheels make 
it easy to move around, and the side bar has discreet 
hangers to hang various grilling utensils.  

Morsø Grill ‘71 Table 

 

This portable wood fired grill is an asset for any grilling 
enthusiast, offering them plenty of space for cooking 
but still being lightweight enough to take camping.   
An entirely new table variety of the iconic Grill '71 that 
has been a part of the Danish summer for generations. 
This new model provides room for everyone around 
the table – for sharing the enjoyment of grilling right 
from the beginning. Being a beautiful fire bowl, it will 
provide a charming atmosphere, during and after the 
meal.  



 

 
 
 
Material: Waterproof polyester 
Colour: Black 
Weight: 0.35 kg 

 
 
 
 
 

Material: Waterproof polyester 
Colour: Black 
Weight: 0.416 kg 
 

Material: Suede  
Colour: Black  
Measures: L36xW12 cm  
Weight: 0.25 kg  
 
 

 

 
 
Material: Waterproof polyester 
Colour: Black 
Weight: 1.0 kg 

 

Morsø Forno Grill & Gas Medio Cover  

 

The specially designed cover is highly suitable for extra 
protection against rain and drizzle, which will inevitably 
dirty the stove when it stands outdoors and 
unprotected.  The cover is made of black watertight 
polyester, finished at the bottom with a strong cord in a 
discreet drawstring hem. Using the cover presents your 
Forno Gas Medio or Grill Forno just as you last left it, 
with no cleaning needed. The Cover must be hand-
washed—or it can easily be cleaned by wiping it with a 
damp cloth.. 

 

 
Morsø Grill ‘17 [Terra Table] Cover  

 

This specially designed cover is highly suitable for 
extra protection against the elements, to keep your 
grill dry and clean when it stands outdoors.  
The cover is made of black watertight polyester, 
finished at the bottom with a strong cord in a discreet 
drawstring hem. Using the cover ensures the Grill’17 is 
just as you left it, with no additional cleaning required. 
The cover is also suitable for the Terra Outdoor Table.  

 
 

Morsø Fire and Grill Glove (R/L)  

 

This practical protective glove is made with thick suede 
and is available in black with the Morsø logo. With good 
insulation, these gloves are a practical and 
indispensable friend to keep close at hand, when you 
light up your Outdoor Oven or your indoor fire.  

 

Morsø Forno Cover  

 

This special-designed cover provides excellent 
additional protection against the elements, which 
inevitably causing dirt accumulation on the oven if left 
unprotected outdoors. The cover is in form-fitted black 
waterproof polyester with a discrete drawstring hem 
and a strong cord at the bottom. Can be washed by 
hand or in a washing machine at 30°C.  

 

 

Morsø Kamino Cover 

 

The form-fitting cover is made of strong water-resistant 
material, designed to protect your Kamino outdoor 
fireplace against the weather conditions of the seasons. 
The cover is UV protected, and its study superior 
quality gives it a long service life. Machine washable or 
handwash at 30°C.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Material: 100% polyester 
Water-/UV resistant  
Colour: Black 
Weight: 0.47 kg 



 

 

 

 

 

Material:   
Matt-polished stainless steel 
Measures: W27xH2.5xD2.8 cm 
Weight: 0.272 kg 

 

Material:  Cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 32.5 cm 
Weight: 3..1 kg 

 

Material: Ceramic Glass 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 34 cm 
Weight: 0.897 kg 

 

Material: Enamelled cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 3.1.8/total 37.6/xH10 cm 
Weight: 2.7 kg 

 

Material: Enamelled cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 32.5/total 37.6/xH10 cm 
Weight: 3.5kg 

 

 

 

Morsø Vetro - pizza and frying plate  

 

A multifunctional frying plate and decorative serving 
dish, suitable as a beautiful base on the dining table, 
for the serving of various dishes - cold or hot. Vetro 
withstands up to 500°C and is thus a perfect pizza 
plate - regardless whether the pizza is baked in an 
outdoor pizza oven, on the grill or in the kitchen oven.  

 

Morsø Tuscan Grill 

 

An enamelled grilling grid of cast iron which makes it a 
perfect match for the Morsø Forno outdoor oven, the 
Morsø Forno Gas Medio & the Kamino Outdoor fire. 
The elegant, angled outer rim being specifically 
adapted to the “Morsø handle”, this grill grate is easily 
lifted and moved about relative to the fire / the flames. 
The Tuscan Grill 2.0 is easily rotated and, similarly, it is 
easily removed from the oven / grill, when the food is 
ready. And, finally, the edge makes sure that the food 
will remain on the grate during cooking.  

 Morsø Tuscan Plancha  

 

In the preparation of an array of dishes – in the Morsø 
Forno outdoor oven  – the new Morsø Tuscan Plancha 
in enamelled cast iron fulfils the role of frying pan to 
perfection. The slanting edge encircling the frying 
plate contributes to ensure that both fish, meat and 
vegetables will remain on the plate, centered above 
the heat. In addition, the plate also functions as a 
collector of liquids and meat-juice. The slanting edge 
has been customised to accommodate the optional 
“Morsø handle” and thus enable the Plancha being 
tossed around and moved about during the cooking 
process.  

Morsø Frying Plate 

 

Cast Iron frying dishes are perhaps the most versatile 
of all pan types. One of the best things to use to sear 
meat to perfection. Whether it’s grilling steak, and 
vegetables, making omelettes and cooking  pancakes 
with crisp caramelised edges the Morso Frying Plates 
porous structure will spread heat like no other material. 
This means it is great for not just high temperature 
frying and searing but for low temperature cooking. 
Made of double coated cast iron, the charming and 
rustic look of this dish makes it perfect for use as a hot 
or cold serving dish.  
 

Morsø Handle for Grill Grate/Plancha 

 

Morso brings you a safe removeable handle designed 
for their cast iron plates. It means you can switch from 
one pan to another in one simple movement. Cook on 
the oven and serve directly on the table, the steel grip 
ensures that you will not burn your fingers. Removing 
the handle allows for space-saving easy storage of 
your cast-iron plates. The steel handle is suitable to be 
used with the Frying Dish and the Grill Plate that comes 
with the Morso Grill Forno.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Material:   
Powder coated iron, SUS304 stainless 
steel and glass 
Measures: W14xH21.5 [31 with handle]
xD14 cm 
Weight: 2.0 kg 

 

Material:   
Powder coated iron, SUS304 stainless 
steel and glass 
Measures: W21xH41 [57 with handle]
xD21 cm 
Weight: 4.0 kg 

 

Material:   
Powder coated iron, SUS304 stainless 
steel and glass 
Measures: W28xH61 [82 with handle]
xD28 cm 
Weight: 9.0 kg 

 

Material: Enamelled cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 19xH2 cm 
Weight: 0.9 kg 

 

Material: Enamelled cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures: 19xH2 cm 
Weight: 0.9 kg 

 

 

 
Morsø Faro Lantern 80H  

 

The Faro lantern from Morsø is great for stylish lighting 
in the garden or on the terrace. The name of the 
lantern Faro comes from the Spanish and means 
lighthouse. Inspired by the landmarks that have been 
lighting the way for centuries, the Faro lantern brings 
bright light into clear summer nights. In winter, too, it 
provides a cozy ambiance inside and out. Made of 
powder-coated iron and thick glass, the lantern also 
defies all weather conditions. The lid opens easily at 
the top to quickly insert a candle, preventing rattling 
side doors.  

 

Morsø Trivet dish mat, NAC logo  

 

Decorative cast-iron dish mat. The original Morso Trivet 
is equally suited for the dinner table, or under a pot 
plant on the floor. The combination of the heavy cast 
iron and the delicate design of the original 1853 logo 
lends the mat a robust, yet light and elegant look. The 
dish mat has small rubber feet and hence will not 
leave scratches on the table or the floor.  

 

Morsø Trivet dish mat, squirrel motif  

 

This decorative cast-iron trivet, comes with the well-
known squirrel motif from the 1930’s. If you are going 
to use either trivet under a humidifier or kettle on the 
stove, remove the rubber feet first.  
If you have a kettle or humidifier sitting on your stove, 
we recommend placing the trivet under the kettle. It 
ensures a more controlled evaporation.  

Morsø Faro Lantern 30H  

 

Faro is the Spanish word for lighthouse. And it is 
evident that the shaping of this beautiful lantern has 
been inspired by the very epitome of such proud and 
towering beacons. The hatch at the top, providing 
access to the lantern, not only lends the lantern its 
stylish, yet quite simple, appearance, as this practical 
feature will also contribute to the prevention of rattling 
side hatches.  

Morsø Faro Lantern 55H  

 

Being of sturdy iron and glass thicknesses, the lantern 
is extremely robust; and since the feet are adjustable – 
slightly elevating the lantern from its underlying 
structure – this will secure its stability and balance 
relative to the surface on which it is placed. The lantern 
is equipped with water drainage at the bottom, and its 
black powder-coating makes it suitable for use in all 
weather conditions. 

https://www.connox.com/morsoe.html


 

 

 

 

 

 

Handle: Oiled Oak 
Fork: Matt polish stainless steel 
Measures: L44 cm 
Weight: 0.30 kg 

Handle: Oiled Oak 
Turner: Matt polish stainless steel 
Measures: L44 cm 
Weight: 0.45 kg 

 

Tongs: Matt polish stainless steel 
Measures: L45 cm 
Weight: 0.50 kg 

 

Material: 
Powder-coated stainless steel 
Colour: Black 
Measures: W12 .5xH0.08xL50.5 cm 
Weight: 0.6 kg 

 

Material: 
Powder-coated stainless steel 
Colour: Black 
Measures: W15xH3xL52 cm 
Weight: 0.5 kg 

 

 

 

 

 

Morsø Grill Fork - Cullina BBQ 

 

Grill fork in an exclusive and elegant design, made 
from 2.5 mm steel. Here, design and function fuse 
together most elegantly. Small details such as a 
leather strap and handle in oak makes the CULLINA 
BBQ fork appear exclusive, it also makes it easy to 
hang it up on the grill.  

Morsø Grill Turner - Cullina BBQ 

 

Grill turner in an exclusive and elegant design, 
made from 2.5 mm steel. Here, design and function 
fuse together most elegantly. Small details such as 
a leather strap and handle in oak makes the 
CULLINA BBQ turner appear exclusive, it also 
makes it easy to hang it up on the grill.  

Morsø Grill Tongs - Cullina BBQ 

 

Grill tongs in an exclusive and elegant design, made 
from 2.5 mm steel. Here, design and function fuse 
together most elegantly. A fine little detail such as 
the leather strap not only makes the CULLINA BBQ 
grill tongs appear exclusive, it also makes it easy to 
hang it up on the grill.  

Morsø Ash Scraper  

 

We love playing with fire. Hence, we asked award-
winning Danish designer, Klaus Rath, to develop an 
ash scraper, specially for the Morso Outdoor Oven. 
Not only is it ideal for cleaning out, it is also particularly 
well suited for moving embers around and for hacking 
them into smaller pieces. The built-in blowpipe allows 
you to supply oxygen to fan the flames all from a safe 
distance.   

Morsø Fire Tongs 

 

Specifically designed for the Morso Forno by award 
winning designer, Klaus Rath, the length of the tongs 
is proportioned to facilitate easy relocation of your 
firewood in the oven. Naturally the tongs can also be 
used in a Morso fireplace. With the elegant hanging 
fixture in stainless steel, the tongs moreover 
constitute a beautiful decorative element in the 
outdoor kitchen.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Morsø Peel - pizza spatula 

 

To make pizza in the Morso Forno, it is important to 
have the right tools. Morso’s pizza peel is the right pizza 
shovel when you want to move the pizza into and out of 
the oven in a convincing manner. This pizza peel is tear-
drop-shaped and is made of aluminium with an FSC 
certified oak handle and was designed specially for the 
Morso Forno Outdoor Oven.  

 

 
Handle: FSC certified oiled oak  
Spatula: Matt-polished aluminum  
Measures: L72xW30 cm  
Weight: 0.48 kg  

Morsø Forno Door  

 

This door is used to convert the Morso Forno into a 
perfectly working smoke oven: perfect for fish, cheese 
or even bacon. The door is stainless steel, and was 
designed to withstand high temperatures and the 
Nordic weather.  

 

Material: Stainless steel 
Colour: Grey 
Weight: 1.9 kg 

Morsø Grill Forno II Door  

 

The oven door for Morso Grill Forno increases the 
application of this beautiful grill. If you wish to prepare 
smoked dishes, you just fit the oven door to your Morso 
Grill Forno II - and you will now have the perfect 
smoking chamber. With the oven door fitted, the Morso 
Grill Forno II will also be transformed into a ball grill 
and a wealth of opportunities– the only limit is your 
imagination.  

 

Material: Stainless steel 
Colour: Grey 
Measures: W37xH22.7xD0.6 cm 
Weight: 1.6 kg 
 

Morsø Smokeeper 

 

A smoke lid in cast iron for use with the Morso Forno 
and Morso Grill Forno II during smoking. The lid will 
contain the smoke and, thus, optimise the process. The 
best smoking result will be achieved by simultaneous 
application of the Morso Smokeeper and the Forno 
door or Grill Forno II door.  

 

Material: Cast iron 
Colour: Black 
Measures:  Top 18.cm 
Tube: 7.xH3cm 
Weight: 0.59 kg 
 

Morsø Forno Flue Pipe  

 

In order to enhance draught and obtain a better 
combustion in your Morso Forno Outdoor Oven during 
wearing weather and wind conditions, it is now 
possible to buy an exclusive smoke funnel in black-
painted stainless steel to be fitted with your Forno’s 
flue pipe. The enhanced draught prevents smoke 
leaks and generates extra heating for cooking.  

 

Material:  
Black painted stainless steel 
Measures: 12.4xL75 cm 
Weight: 3.4 kg 
 



Handle: Oiled Oak 
Edge: Matt-polished stainless steel 
Measures: L28xH9.5 cm 
Weight: 0.25 kg 

Material: Brushed Stainless steel 430 
Measures: W40xH10xD10 cm 
Weight: 0.8 kg 

Material: Stainless Steel and Nylon 
Scraper 
Measures: Brush L40cm Scraper L30cm 
Weight: 0.5 kg 

Material:  
Handle: Hand oiled Hickory Wood  
Blade: C45 Carbon Steel  53-56 HRC 
Colour: Hickory Wood  
Measures: W52 xH13 cm 
Weight: 2.4 kg 

Morsø Pizza & Herb Cutter
The Morso Pizza & Herb Cutter is a quality, highly 
functional, beautifully designed chopper suited for 
cutting, slicing and chopping herbs, and for cutting 
pizzas. Then oiled oak wood grip naturally embraces 
the slightly rounded blade made from food grade 
brushed stainless steel.  Multifunctional it provides a 
good grip, and only small movements are required to 
cut through crispy pizzas crusts, herbs and vegetables . 

Morsø BBQ Smoker Box 
This Morso Stainless Steel Smoker Box is the perfect 
way to give your meats, fish, cheese, and vegetables 
that added flavour. Made from stainless steel it is 
shaped as a perforated bowl and takes up minimal 
space, providing optional space for the food to be 
placed around it. When filled with pellets it will provide 
you with up to a hour of smoking time and can be 
quickly and easily refilled.    

Morsø Fire Divider
Facilitating a division between the firewood and your 
pizzas or any other food being prepared, the Morsø 
Fire Divider will contribute to prevent your food from 
getting burnt edges. The divider facilitates a division of 
the Morsø Forno into a wood-burning section and a 
cooking zone. Shape and size are specifically adapted 
to the Morsø Forno outdoor oven. The holes perform 
the dual function of insuring perfect airflow for the 
firewood as well as the provision of suspension 
opportunities when the divider is not in use. 

Morsø Axe with Hickory Wood Handle
With a beautiful linseed-oiled handle made from USA 
Hickory wood which is hard and dense with 
exceptional flexing strength, and a traditionally forged 
high grade carbon steel blade, the Morsø Axe comes 
with a genuine leather sheath and sharpening stone. 
The Morsø Axe head is forged from C45 high grade 
carbon steel with a Rockwell hardness of 
approximately 53-56HRC (According to DIN 7287/B).  

Morsø Brush & Scraper Set
This ”two-in-one” solution contributes to the easy and 
efficient cleaning and maintenance of your grill and 
grilling grate. The scraper will remove the ”coarse” 
residue and fat”, thus preparing the ground for the 
subsequent and more elaborate work of the brush 
which will deal with the rest. Both the scraper and 
brush were designed to suspend from the hooks of the 
Terra and Garden Tables.  

Material:  
430 Stainless Steel 
Colour: Dark anthracite grey 
Measures: 9xH4 cm 
Weight: 0.1 kg 


